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Model The global stru ture is a Column Generation s heme based on the onstraint spe i
networks presented in Eggenberg et al. (2008)1 . We denote F the set of ights to be overed,
P the set of available planes, S the set of nal states, whi h des ribes the type of air raft, the
lo ation, time and maximal allowed resour e onsumption expe ted at the end of the re overy
problem for the ARP. T is the length of onsidered period, whi h orresponds to the re overy
period for the ARP. A route r is dened by the overed ights in the route, the rea hed nal
state and the plane the route is assigned to. Let Ω be the set of all feasible routes r, xr the
binary variable being 1 if route r is hosen in the solution and 0 otherwise, and cr the ost
of route r. We also dene the time-spa e intervals l = (a, t) as the time period [t, t + 1) at
airport a ∈ A, where t is the length of the time intervals to onsider
  (typi ally 60 minutes).
We denote L the set of all time-spa e intervals (there are | A | × Tt su h intervals in total).
Dep
The departure and arrival apa ities for an airport a during period [t, t + 1) are given by ql
and qlArr with l = (a, t).
Finally, onsider the following set of binary oe ients :
bfr 1 if route r overs ight f ∈ F , 0 otherwise ;
bsr 1 if route r rea hes the nal state s ∈ S , 0 otherwise ;
bpr 1 if route r is assigned to plane p ∈ P , 0 otherwise ;
Dep,l
br
1 if there is a ight in route r departing within time-spa e interval l ∈ L, 0 otherwise ;
,l
bArr
1 if there is a ight in route r arriving within time-spa e interval l ∈ L, 0 otherwise.
r
Finally, we add binary sla k variables yf , ∀f ∈ F for ight an ellation : yf is 1 if ight f
is an eled, and the asso iated ight an ellation ost is cf . With this notation, the Master
Problem (MP) P
is the following
Pinteger linear program :
min zMP = r∈Ω cr xr +
P
f
Pr∈Ω bsr xr + yf = 1∀f ∈ F
Pr∈Ω brpxr = 1∀s ∈ S
r∈Ω br xr ≤ 1∀p ∈ P
P
Dep,l
Dep
xr ≤ ql ∀l ∈ L
br
Pr∈Ω Arr,l
xr ≤ qlArr ∀l ∈ L
r∈Ω br
xr ∈ {0, 1}∀r ∈ Ω
yf ∈ {0, 1}∀f ∈ F

f ∈F

cf y f

The obje tive obj is to minimize total osts. Constraints overing ensure ea h ight is
either overed by a route r ∈ Ω or an eled. Constraints airport ensure ea h nal state is
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rea hed by a plane and onstraints plane ensure ea h air raft is assigned to at most one route.
Finally, onstraints departure and arrival ensure the departure and arrival apa ities of the
airports are satised, and onstraints xint and yint ensure integrality of the variables.
In the Column Generation pro ess, the pri ing problem aims at nding new feasible olumns improving the urrent (partial) solution. The pri ing is solved as a Resour e-Constrained
Elementary Shortest Path Problem (RCESPP) on the onstraint spe i networks.

Passenger re overy Model obj-yint optimizes resour e utilization, i.e. air rafts, and tries to
minimize the number of an eled ights. On e this problem is solved we build the omplete
onne tion network of available ights. Ea h ight is represented as a node and ea h ar
represents a possible onne tion for passengers between two ights, dummy node {0} represents generi passenger sour e and ar s between ights to the dummy node represent nal
onne tion for passengers. The apa ity of the ights in terms of number of passengers are
asso iated to outgoing ar s.
For ea h itinerary we solve a ow problem on the onne tion network where the origin,
the destination and the available time for the passenger are taken into a ount to slightly
modifying the network as follows : the apa ity of ar s {0} − f is set to 0 for all ights not
departing from itinerary's origin. The same happens for nal ar s for itinerary's destination.
When the passengers are routed on a ight, the air raft's apa ity overing the ight is updated a ordingly. Itineraries are onsidered in a greedy way : those with highest an ellation
ost are rerouted rst.
Computational Results In this se tion we present some omputational results for the ROADEF
Challenge 2009 B data set.
Instan e Total Cost
B01 45332180.70
B02 65932350.15∗
B03 47399606.25
B04 46958301.10
B05 96062882.85
Tab.

Instan e Total Cost
B06 58083111.10
B07 88709573.80∗
B08 61334494.65
B09 61334690.40
B10 117368359.35
1. Re overy ost for instan es B01-B10.

For instan e B02 and B07 our algorithm was not able to automati ally reroute air raft
BAE200#116 to its maintenan e airport. In pra ti al implementation of a re overy algorithm

this an be easily done in a post-pro essing phase.

